Younger generation not more educated
The percentage of young adults aged 25 to 29 and older adults aged 30 and above with at least an associate’s degree in 2006 was about the same, approximately 35 percent. For Hispanics and American Indians, young adults have less education than previous generations. Asian Americans and whites were the only two groups in which young adults were more educated than prior generations. Sixty-six percent of young Asian Americans had at least an associate’s degree compared with 54 percent of older Asian Americans. Forty-one percent of young white adults and 37 percent of older white adults had at least an associate degree.

Books challenged
ALA reported 420 formal requests to remove books from schools and libraries in 2007. ALA “has logged more than 9,600 requests to remove books from library shelves, summer reading lists and school classrooms since 1990. The actual number is considerably higher, association officials say, because most challenges are handled quietly.” The most challenged title in 2007 was *And Tango Makes Three*, by Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell.

United States population
Projected population of the United States on January 1, 2009: 306,095,000.

Book publishing

New book titles
Bowker projects that U.S. title output in traditional publishing in 2007 increased to 276,649 new titles and editions, up from the 274,416 published in 2006. There was a significant rise in the reported number of on-demand and short-run books to 134,773, pushing the grand total for projected 2007 U.S. book output to 411,422 new book titles. Among the traditional publishing gains, there were 50,071 new fiction titles introduced in the United States last year, up 17 percent from 2006. The number of business titles fell to 7,651 in 2007, down 12 percent, and the number of new sociology/economics books dropped to 24,596, down 11 percent. Religion titles dropped 5 percent and history titles dropped 3 percent.
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